Emotion and biological health: the socio-cultural moderation
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Prior evidence shows that positive and negative emotions are associated with better and worse health, respectively. However, the emotion-health relationship may be confounded since this evidence is based nearly exclusively on subjective measures of health. Here, we reviewed more recent evidence focusing on biological health and showed that the emotion-health link is more complex. First, whereas negative emotional states such as negative affect and anger expression are inversely linked to biological health among Americans, this relationship is either not present (negative affect) or even reversed (anger expression) for Japanese. Second, whereas a meaningfulness aspect of happiness (eudaimonia) is linked consistently to better biological health, the relationship between its pleasantness aspect (hedonia) and biological health is uncertain. Moreover, a contextualized sense of meaningfulness in a work setting is strongly associated with better biological health among Japanese. Altogether, the initial evidence reviewed here underscores a need to conceptualize the biological dynamics of health and wellbeing as inherently intertwined with socio-cultural processes.
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Is emotion linked to health? The answer to this question would appear straightforward. Whereas positive emotions are good for health, negative emotions are bad for it [1–3]. In their review of relevant empirical evidence, Cohen and Pressman [1] observed that negative emotions including anxiety, depression, and hostility predict increased risk for illness and mortality and further noted that there also likely exists a reliable association between trait positive affect and better health as indexed by lower morbidity and decreased symptoms and pain. Nevertheless, there is an important qualification to this apparently straightforward conclusion. As Cohen and Pressman noted in the same review, the evidence is ‘more complex (page 122)’ when more objective measures of health, most notably mortality, are used. In the current paper, we will go a step further and suggest that when objective indicators of health are utilized, the link between emotion and health could be systematically moderated by certain social contextual factors including global cultural context and more local work context.

Emotion and health: biology matters

It is of great theoretical significance to examine biological indices of health because the relationship between emotion and health can be confounded when health is operationalized by subjective measures such as perceived health, the reported number of chronic health conditions, and self-reported pain. First, emotion and health share a substantial valence component. For example, most emotions are either positive or negative in valence. Similarly, whereas health is positive, ill-health is clearly negative. The resulting semantic overlap alone could yield degrees of linkage between emotion and perceived health [4]. Second, many emotions influence cognitive processes, particularly those involved in biased information search. For example, negative emotions such as worry and anxiety may lend themselves to vigilance to potential threat cues [5]. Conversely, certain positive emotions such as joy and hope may result in optimistic mindsets, which may prime people to positive cues [6]. Thus, a plausible case can be made that emotions may modulate (either augment or reduce) illness perceptions without influencing any underlying biological pathogenesis [7]. These cognitive processes may thus also confound the emotion-health link when health is assessed subjectively.

Here, we will review recent studies focusing on objective measures of health and point out that when health is operationalized objectively, based on biological responses, a very different picture begins to present itself. The emotion-health link is neither monolithic nor straightforward, consistent with the earlier observation by Cohen and Pressman [1] that the link is quite ‘complex.’ Thus, certain negative emotions may be linked positively to biological health and, conversely, certain positive emotions may be linked negatively to biological health. We argue that to clarify the nature of this complexity, it is crucial to look closely into socio-cultural processes in which emotions are embedded. In what follows, we seek to understand the role of socio-cultural contexts with a focus on three empirical
domains — that is, negative affect, anger expression, and happiness.

Three aspects of biological health

Our review focuses on three aspects of biological health: inflammation, cardiovascular malfunction, and anti-viral defense. These three are empirically and theoretically linked. Either alone or in combination, they predict morbidity and mortality. Inflammation originally evolved as a defense against pathogens, most notably bacteria, that could intrude into the bodily system upon injury [8,9,10,11]. A series of neurochemical reactions in white blood cells are selectively recruited to the injured locations to kill the bacteria. One can argue, however, that this type of defense would be more effective if recruited preemptively in the presence of certain potent cues correlated with physical injury. In fact, whereas inflammation was originally designed to address injury of the physical body, it seems to have been conditioned such that they would be readily activated in response to current sources of ‘stress’ including social exclusion [12,13], prejudice [14], early adversity and abuse [15] and low (vs. high) socio-economic conditions [16,17], among many others. Both metaphorically and literally, inflammation is routinely recruited in response to injury to the symbolic self.

Once inflammatory responses are initiated for certain social reasons, they tend to persist and become chronic. Whereas those responses are initially designed to kill bacteria, they become an important health liability since they begin to cause harm on the cardiovascular system over time. Hence, the degree of inflammation is linked tightly to cardiovascular malfunction [10,18]. In a recent study [19**], we used data from paired surveys conducted in a nationally representative sample of Americans (Midlife in the US, MIDUS) and a representative sample of Japanese in the Tokyo metropolitan area (Midlife in Japan, MIDIA) and assessed two biomarkers of inflammation (interleukin-6 [IL-6] and C-reactive protein [CRP]) and two biomarkers of cardiovascular malfunction (systolic blood pressure [SBP] and total-to-HDL cholesterol ratio [T-to-HDL ratio]) among both Japanese and Americans. As shown in Table 1, the four biomarkers were positively correlated and when a principal component analysis was performed, they cohered together to yield a single factor for both cultural groups. In what follows, this factor score is referred to as the composite index of biological health risk.

Another important aspect of biological health that is associated with inflammation is a series of neurobiological and molecular reactions designed to defend against viruses. Unlike bacteria, viruses are mere combinations of DNAs. They infect the body, intrude into the nucleus of each cell, and cause a series of pathogenic reactions at the molecular level. One important methodological
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<tr>
<td><strong>Americans</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Log IL-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Log CRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Log SBP</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Log IL-6</td>
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<td>3. Log SBP</td>
</tr>
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Adapted from [19**].
Note: Interleukin-6 (IL-6), C-reactive protein (CRP), systolic blood pressure (SBP), and total cholesterol scores were winsorized to 3 standard deviations from the mean to adjust for extreme values (calculated separately for each culture), and all biomarkers were log-transformed to reduce skewness.

There is good reason to expect that CTRA would be linked to physical health outcomes. As noted by Finch in his major review on the topic [11], ‘later life dysfunctions of the vasculature, brain, and cell growth may be traced to prodromal (subclinical) inflammatory changes from early in life (page 6).’ Recent work has also provided direct empirical support for the link between CTRA and health outcomes [21*,22].

**Negative affect**

There is considerable evidence that negative affect is strongly correlated with poor health when subjective measures of health are tested. However, is this also the case when health is operationalized by some objective, biological indices? Miyamoto and colleagues [23] addressed this question by examining the link between
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negative affect and IL-6 (a potent marker of inflammation) using the MIDUS/MIDJA dataset. The average extent of experiencing six negative emotions (e.g., nervous, hopeless, worthless) ‘over the past 30 days’ was used to measure negative affect. After controlling for factors known to be associated with the level of inflammation, including age, gender, educational attainment, adiposity (measured by body-mass-index, BMI), and the reported number of health symptoms, the researchers found that negative affect is positively associated with IL-6 among Americans (Figure 1). Importantly, however, they also observed that the relationship vanished completely among Japanese.

Miyamoto and colleagues argued that this cross-cultural pattern might reflect cross-culturally divergent folk theories of emotion. Previous evidence suggests that whereas Westerners have a linear theory of emotion, assuming that the valence of emotion tends to remain the same over time, Asians have a more dialectical theory and believe that emotions can change in valence over time [24,25]. Building on this evidence, Miyamoto et al. hypothesized that negative affect could be a cue for further negative emotions (and thus potentially threatening) for Westerners, and therefore, negative affect is linked to compromised health for these individuals. By contrast, for Asians negative affect could signal potential positive events in the future, reflecting their dialectical view of emotions. Thus, negative affect could be less threatening, and therefore, there is no health-compromising effect of negative affect for Asians.

**Anger expression**

Expression of anger is typically seen as unhealthy in common Western discourse. However, is this contingency always the case? While anger and anger expression are linked to increased mortality [26], this evidence is based nearly exclusively on Western samples. Kitayama, Park and colleagues [19**,27] have argued that the exclusive focus on Western samples may be especially problematic in the case of anger because anger has two primary components — frustration and dominance — that may entail different health consequences depending on which of the two is made salient in a given cultural context. Of course, these two aspects are functionally related. For example, when frustrated, people may experience lowering of self-esteem and self-respect. Under such conditions, they may show dominance display so as to compensate for the impaired sense of self-esteem or status [28]. Nevertheless, the two aspects may also vary in salience, resulting in culturally divergent meanings and functions of anger and anger expression.

In Western societies, the self is typically believed to be independent from others and relatively autonomous and free of social influences [29]. As a consequence, personal goals are highly salient [30]. Because of the cultural emphasis on personal goals, when individuals are prevented from pursuing their personal goals, they will be frustrated, which may serve as a major instigator of anger. Anger therefore is likely to be a potent index of the degree of exposure to socio-economic conditions that induce feelings of frustration. Supporting this view, in the MIDUS (American) sample, the extent of anger expression was substantially higher among people who were lower in subjective social status than their higher status counterparts as lower status Americans are likely to experience more frustrations in life [31]. Moreover, as may be expected from this finding, our recent work [19**] showed that among Americans, anger expression significantly predicted increases in biological health risk (assessed by the four markers noted above), presumably because the frequency of anger expression serves as a reliable index of frustration-inducing life difficulties surrounding these individuals (Figure 2).

By contrast, in Eastern societies, the self is typically believed to be interdependent with others and embedded in social relations [29]. As a result, social roles and obligations, especially those linked to social status tend to be highly salient. Because of the cultural emphasis on social status, it is likely that anger may be more typically utilized as an expression of dominance and power. In fact, unlike in the U.S., in Japan it is people with higher objective social status who reportedly expressed more anger as these individuals are more at liberty to express...
anger as a display of dominance [31]. Moreover, as may also be anticipated from this analysis, among Japanese, anger expression significantly predicted decreases in biological health risk, presumably because anger in this culture is likely to index the degree to which people are empowered and entitled [19**] (Figure 2).

**Happiness**

If negative emotions are sometimes linked to better biological health, certain positive emotions may well be sometimes linked to poor biological health. An inquiry along this line has just begun [32,33**,34*]. This line of work draws on a distinction between two types of well-being or happiness, called eudaimonia and hedonia. Eudaimonia refers to the meaningfulness or fullness of life, realized through the identification of the self in certain moral dimensions such as purpose, improvement, generativity, and community engagement, whereas hedonia refers to the total amount of pleasure as indicated by overall positive (vs. negative) affect and life satisfaction. When self-report instruments are used to assess these two aspects of happiness, they are correlated, sometimes highly, but they are still distinct, loading on two separable factors [35].

So far, the health effects of the two types of happiness have been tested in separate studies of Americans [32,34*] and Japanese [33**]. Fredrickson, Cole, and colleagues have tested American samples and found that eudaimonia is consistently linked to reduced levels of CTRA [32,34*]. Interestingly, the association between hedonia and CTRA is never in the same direction. In fact, the effect sometimes appears to come out in the opposite direction, implying that increased levels of hedonia can be linked to increases in CTRA. These findings suggest that although pleasure is by definition good at subjective levels, it may not necessarily be good for biological health. At present, it is not clear why there is an inverse
association between hedonia and biological health. The finding requires careful interpretation since the two aspects of wellbeing are highly correlated, which makes it difficult to understand the independent effect of each. Nevertheless, one might speculate that hedonic pursuit of pleasure could sometimes compromise health. For example, certain behaviors (e.g., drug use) enhance hedonic pleasure while compromising biological health. Clearly, more work is needed.

In a recent study, Kitayama and colleagues replicated and extended the analysis by Fredrickson et al. [32,34] by testing 107 Japanese male employees at a Japanese IT firm. They similarly found that eudaimonia is linked to reduced levels of CTRA. Again, however, hedonia was linked to increased levels of CTRA [33**]. Importantly, the researchers also tested several additional factors linked to a contextualized sense of identity including perceived interdependence or independence of the self at work. These more context-specific factors, which can foster the meaningfulness in life and thus eudaimonic happiness in work settings, were significantly linked to reduced CTRA. In fact, the contextualized sense of meaningfulness was an even stronger predictor of reduced CTRA than the general eudaimonia (see Figure 3). Although there is no cross-cultural investigation focusing on CTRA, specific determinants of meaningfulness may be cross-culturally variable. For example, in the Japanese sample here, the self’s interdependence at work had a strongly salubrious effect on CTRA. Relatively speaking, the effect of the self’s independence at work had a relatively small, albeit still significant effect. Future work should test these effects in Western societies where independence is likely more strongly sanctioned than interdependence.

Conclusions

Although the cross-cultural research on emotion and biological health is in its infancy and much more must be done, two tentative conclusions seem warranted. First, biological health is related to, but somewhat distinct from its subjective counterparts. For example, certain biological conditions (e.g., early stage cancer) may have no consequences on subjective health and, conversely, certain aspects of subjective experience (e.g., placebo effects) may not necessarily have much influence on underlying biological health correlates. Accordingly, as we have shown, correlates of biological versus subjective health could be quite distinct. Second, previous work shows certain important socio-cultural moderators in predicting subjective health [36–38], but the initial evidence reviewed here suggests that similar moderations might be more dramatic in the case of biological health. We suspect that this might be the case in part because the relationship between emotion and biological health is unlikely to be conflated for semantic reasons (see [39,40] for a related debate on the use of self-report measures).

One important shortcoming of the work on emotion and biological health is the paucity of systematic empirical inquiry across cultures. In fact, the evidence reviewed here is confined to the comparisons between the U.S. and Japan. Much more empirical investigation in multiple countries is warranted in view of the initial evidence reviewed here. It remains to be seen exactly what overarching theoretical framework would emerge as a way to integrate various patterns of socio-cultural moderation. The cultural views of the self as independent or interdependent are likely to continue to be important in this domain [29,41]. Other important considerations include tightness vs. looseness of norm enforcement [42], religion [43], and migration [44*,45]. Further, numerous ecological factors including historical mode of subsistence [46,47], residential mobility [48], and pathogen threat [49] must be systematically explored [41,50]. Further, future work should also take into account genetic variability across ethnic groups. Finally, the human biological health is very complex and involves many processes and mechanisms that have so far been unexplored. Researchers in this area must be mindful of this complexity and must continue to extend the range of coverage by focusing on new bio-chemical and molecular mechanisms as well as empirical markers of these mechanisms.
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